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PRESIDENT REPORT
Jenuarrie
Arts Nexus is an organisation that encourages and supports Culturally Diverse Communities, for equal
inclusion, support and access to our professional services and resources working across all abilities and
art-forms to include support and delivery to our members in the Cairns Region, Cassowary Coast,
Douglas, Ethridge, Cook and Tablelands Council Shires.
Since becoming President of Arts Nexus early 2015, the whole dynamics of the creative industries and
how it translated out into the regions and to the practitioners, arts workers and arts organisations,
changed; e.g. following the closure of ArtsLink who administered the funds of Regional Arts Australia as
Queensland’s administering body for this national program, Arts Qld made decisions regarding the
replacement of this organisation.
The whole of the Queensland state was affected and the support and assistance from many
organisations like Arts Nexus that were the lifelines and support mechanisms for our artists and our
sector when strategizing their own internal mechanism, delivery and capacity decreased their services
and a whole archive of expertise, knowledge and information was shelved.
Consequently, the board took time to reflect on what our key objectives were, how to structure the
organisation to support the staff to deliver and look to the future and what the industry was asking for.
Looking for ways to be innovative, opportunities to partner with other organisations, local businesses and
government, as a way forward. Acknowledging the successes over the years and incorporating the
components of the program that can be replicated, advanced or incorporated into existing programs;
don’t look back, no matter how successful you were acknowledged as being, and had been in the past
years to your members and the region, reshape your delivery plan to meet a criteria which had been
guided by their own advisory mechanisms and processes.
Arts Nexus has been working under duress simply due to missing out on 4 year operational funding in
2015. The application in that round was based on the immediate previous years of operations by the
organisation and in the assessment process, the application did not ‘stack up’ (though our operational
and program delivery budget for the 2016 year was $100,000).
Since, instead of being able to work to focus primarily on delivering our vital services and our programs,
time and effort has been exhaustive in continually (while delivering a program) advocating for the sector
and ultimately, the future of the organisation as well as applying for funds to keep the organisation fully
functioning until such time as we will apply for the 4year operational funds with Arts Queensland and with
the Australia Council of the Arts again.
Over the past 3 years, Arts Nexus has secured its funding from Arts Queensland as interim funding. They
do value the organisation as it is unique and there is no other organisation of its kind in FNQ, nor
throughout the State of Queensland whereby its constitution enables it to work across Council Shires
and we are not limited in the cultures of whom we work with, nor are we artform specific.
Arts Nexus was complimented on good governance and compliance after participating in the program
offered by Arts Queensland for Governance Support Services for Arts Organisations.
During 2018 through the Eco/Arts Authentic Experiences Strategy we received funding from the federal
government program “Building Better Regions”. Arts Nexus applied on behalf of the three partners to
this initiative, ourselves, Qld Water and Land Carers and the Wet Tropics Management Authority. The
final strategy will be launched in 2019 and aims to support micro business, local projects and authentic
product to be promoted to visitors to the region.
Arts Nexus is on the brink of having all the hard work come to fruition. We are working closely with Arts
Queensland in the FNQ Cairns office and we believe the time taken for them to understand what our
organisation does and is accomplishing, has proven Arts Nexus needs to be supported adequately not
just to exist but to flourish in order for it to assist our artists and the sector to survive and thrive.
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TREASURER
Di Forsyth
It is with pleasure that I table the Financial Report for the association for the year ended
31 December 2018.
The requirements under both the Associations Incorporation Act 1981 and the
Australian Charities and Not-for Profits Commission are such that Arts Nexus was not
required to have a qualified auditor conduct a full audit. Arts Nexus was however
required to have its financial records reviewed by a qualified accountant. Mr Darren
Thamm of Jessups.
Mr Thamm stated “We have sighted the financial records of Arts Nexus Inc (“the
Association”) for the year ended 31 December 2018 and the financial records show
that the Association has bookkeeping processes in place to adequately record the
Association’s income and expenditure and dealing with its assets and liabilities”
The association made an operating surplus of $3,499 for the year increasing Member’s
Funds to $11,842.
As at 31 December 2018 the association held assets totalling $22,687 made up of cash
in the Operating bank account $19,688 and in the Gift Fund $2,692, in addition to $307
owed by the Tax Office for GST credits and a sundry receivable of $30.
The association had liabilities of $10,845 being the unspent cash balance of $10,785
from Arts Queensland grant and $60 GST owed to ATO.
The total income for the year was $86,725 which included grants expended amounting
to $79,312. Income from auspice grant related fees and bank interest amounted to
$6,802, membership fees $591 and donations to the Gift Fund of $20. Total expenses,
including expenditure of grant funds amounted to $83,227.
The association was successful in obtaining a grant of $60,000 from Arts Queensland
under the QASP program of which 90% $54,000 was received during the year with the
balance of $6,000 to be paid on satisfactory acquittal in 2019. Some $43,215 of this
grant was expended in 2018, leaving an unspent balance of $10,785 carried forward
into 2019.
The unspent grant funds brought forward from 2017 in relation to an Arts Queensland
grant amounting to $25,420 was fully expended and acquitted in 2018.
The association also received a grant from Arts Queensland of $10,677 to engage the
services of consultants to assist the Committee with Governance capability
development. This grant was fully expended and acquitted in 2018.
As a formality I will now read the Committee Members Statement to the Members from
page 7 of the Financial Report.
The Committee thanks all the individuals and organisations who have supported Arts
Nexus during 2018.
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PROGRAM MANAGER
Melissa Robertson
What an incredible year we have had. Makes me both proud and tired just looking back through the
photos and events listed on Facebook, the video the summaries all the activities and photos of the people
that participated and supported our year. The continued partnership with the Elixir Music Lounge ensured
that our network of creatives had a place to work, meet and be inspired. We were able to extend this
service to the creatives in the Douglas Shire with a successful partnership with the Council, providing a
monthly Arts Hub with responsive program that was tailored to meet the creative community’s needs.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A dynamic program happened in Cairns with weekly creative conversations curated to cover the topics
of Arts: Health: Wellbeing, Cultural leadership, intercultural social connectivity, inclusive arts, technology
and sustaining your arts practice. A number of highlights include a forum that we believe was the first of
its kind in Australia. “Taking the Lead” training in Cultural Awareness, Workplace Bullying and Wellbeing
for Artists, Arts Workers and Independent practitioners and how to keep yourself safe working in the Arts”
in response to the Weinstein “affair”. This was followed with another networking with purpose event, “In
Conversation” with Judith McLean, Director on TEQ Regional Events committee, introduced by Michael
Healy MP.
This year we partnered with a number of organisations and events to support their initiatives and provide
more opportunities for creatives. Centacare and their Resilience Coach, Emma Mauro worked with us
to create the “Mad About Poetry” for people that live with a mental health experience and others that just
love poetry, writing it, reading it and hearing it. A great outcome is that they have continued this monthly
event and now investigating publishing an anthology of their writing. We were pleased to be able to cohost the Tradelinked monthly meetings and as a result, got to know a new network of business people
that work across Cairns and PNG.
The Cairns Tropical Writers Festival has had a long history with Arts Nexus since its inception in 2008
and with the Tropical Writers Association that drives it. This year we were able to partner with the event
and provide a platform for local writers based in the Douglas Shire region by putting on the event “Life
as an Author in the Tropics” as part of the ArtsHUB program and with the While Away Bookshop.
Artists-In-Space podcast recordings continued and developed into online chats with many regionally
based creatives. These are now all housed on the Arts Nexus website and will form the foundation for a
formal podcast channel that we are developing in 2020.
Supporting groups such as Tropical Arts Inc. to host their monthly meetings, providing letters of support
to organisations such as InkMasters, The Young Company, Qld Writers Centre, Black Drum, Writers
Festival, Angela Murphy’s creative development with JUTE Theatre, Curtis Lambert and his film making
network and Deline Briscoe’s short film. We continue to auspice projects for people and their creative
initiatives and always looking for opportunities to partner with others.
Shared learning spaces have been delivered across the region with skill development in “Product to
Market”, social media, grant writing, graphic design, website development, “Communicating with
Confidence” and RADF training for Councils. We look forward to continuing to provide a suite of topics
to creatives to support the capacity building of your business acumen, to alleviate time at the computer
and allow more time in your respective studios.
The Eco: Arts: Authentic Experiences Visitors Strategy has continued to develop. With the successful
application to the Building Better Regions fund through the Department of Industry, Innovation and
Science, we have targeted over 300 micro businesses from across the arts and environment sectors.
We will begin conversations across the region that will result in a strategy to be launched in 2019. We
welcome to the team, Gaye Scott from the 20/20 Group, to guide this process and bring to it her extensive
knowledge of the region.
STRATEGTIC DIRECTIONS
2018 has been focused on solidifying our program, animating the Arts HUBS in Cairns and Port Douglas,
exploring opportunities that can sustain us into the future. With the unsuccessful bid to coordinate the
Regional Arts Services Network in the Far North Qld region, I am proud to say that we gathered a
Consortia of strategic partners from across the region and much excitement was gathered. The result
was the creation of a solid foundation for the establishment of a region wide network of Arts Hubs all
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connected through program and presenters, that we look forward to developing and resourcing in the
coming years.
We acknowledge that working with limited funds and resources, our Arts Nexus profile in the outer regions
had diminished. The second part of this year has been to rectify this, re-establish those relationships
and find partnerships and program to deliver back out to the region. We continue to be in conversation
with the State government on how Arts Nexus can reposition itself and our credibility, to be poised ready
for the next round of the 4-year Key Organisational funds that offers an invitation to apply in 2019.
Arts Nexus team attend many meetings, consultations and events to ensure that our members and the
broader sector are kept informed and are included at the table of decision makers. I have been on the
executive of the Qld Chamber of Arts and Culture since its inception in 2017 and look forward to it being
formally established in the coming years.
I encourage you all to head to the website and join up. We also participate in all gatherings of the national
ArtsFront network and again, encourage you to subscribe online and be sure to CLICK “Arts Nexus” on
the signup form. As part of this strategy to ensure Arts Nexus and our network are on the radar. I
attended the ArtsLand Regional Arts Conference held in Bendigo this year and look forward to attending
the first regional Arts conference in Queensland next year. Prior to each of these events and on returning,
we hold gatherings to provide opportunities for our members to input into the representation and to
subsequently find out what occurred at the event. I look forward to sharing with you, at any time, the
outcomes of these network gatherings.
RESOURCES Successful applications and partnerships were made to:
• Building Better Regions Fund Community Investments
• Qld Arts Showcase Program – Arts Qld
• Interim Investment – Arts Qld
• Business partnership with Elixir Music Lounge
• Douglas Shire Council ArtsHUB
A VENUE
Anyone that works in this sector knows that you cannot do anything without a venue to do it in. Whether
it is production, creative development, capacity building or professional development, a venue is
everything. It was a very considered decision in 2017 by the management committee, not to spend what
little resources we had, on infrastructure. That we wanted to employ as many Creatives as possible,
provide as much programming as we could, stretch our services as far and wide as we could go. This
would not have been possible without the support and contributions by Sky, Bill and Tess from the Elixir
Music Lounge. The best way you can thank them for us, is to attend their venue and music gigs regularly,
let them know we sent you, and buy them a drink! Please patronise their business.
THANK YOU
With only part time capacity and full-time requests, the team has spread our minimal resources to have
maximum impact. And so again, I can’t thank the team members enough for their commitment and
energy both professionally and personally. Our Program Coordinators this year have been Claire Tierney,
Jedess Hudson and Avril Duck. Our trainers are Jedess Hudson, Elijah Ibell, Avril Duck, Robin
MacPherson, Bernadette Curnuck and Leanne Peard.
And to the many individuals that “popped” into the HUBs and attended our many conversations, events
and toolbox sessions. I particularly would like to mention and thank Melinda, Dez, Jay, Owen, the Paul
“Kelley” who were always a delight to have and maintained a constant presence, even between sessions
when there wasn’t much going on.
Thank you to Bernadette Curnuck, BCDesigns who has given 16 years service to Arts Nexus, graphically
designing flyers, social media images and worked with Eve Stafford on the Arts Nexus magazine. We
wish her well in the new endeavours and look forward to the next time our paths cross. We welcome
Sheryn Bewart from ArtUS as our new Graphic Designer.
I can’t thank the management committee enough for their unwavering support, constant guidance and
input to overseeing the governance of the organisation and wellbeing of the team. And in particular, the
motivating leadership that Jenuarrie has provided throughout the past three years, has been a source of
constant inspiration to me. It is a pleasure to work with such an accomplished professional artist,
knowledgeable Arts leader and caring human being. Thank you Jenuarrie.
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